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Incorporate and analyze new sets of data 
for more accurate demand calculations and 

better forecasting. 

For casinos, the practice of collecting and analyzing consumer data is nothing new. But 

as technology and information-gathering tools continue to evolve, so do industry best 

practices. Today, there is more data available about your guests than ever before. 

For example, today we’re learning about travelers who visited our websites, even 

began searching dates and locations, but left without booking. This provides a clearer 

picture of unconstrained demand—a more comprehensive look that goes beyond just 

those guests booking a trip and into all of the potential shoppers as well. Instead of 

looking only at what’s happened in the past, novel data sets are available that can more 

accurately measure and predict potential buyers.

In addition, technology advances have led to the availability of live, real-time data that 

can be incredibly important to a casino resort. It can allow you to segment customers 

much earlier in the process. With many different room types, you can offer a more 

appropriate number of comps and discounts. 

For example, assume a casino is hosting a large group of conventioneers who are 

singles and prefer King beds. There will be plenty of unsold Double/Double bed rooms 

and very low King inventory. In this instance you will know in advance to price the King 

rooms higher according to their demand.

Big Data is leading to better forecasting, which is helping casinos operate more 

efficiently and market to players more effectively. Use the following strategies to get a 

clearer forecast and price for higher profitability.

Big Data is leading to 
better forecasting, which 
is helping casinos operate 

more efficiently and 
market to players more 

effectively.
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1. Web shopping data provides a holistic picture 
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Not everyone visiting your website is actually booking a room. Many potential 

guests are searching specific dates, checking prices and leaving your website without 

completing the booking or booking elsewhere. Monitoring this lost business can 

provide incredible insight into demand and price elasticity.

Research shows there are 10 to 15 times as many people who look but don’t book as 

compared to those who do. If you’re not tracking this web shopping data, you have just 

a tenth or 1/15th of the information now available. 

Web “regrets” refer to potential guests who searched a specific date and saw a price, 

but did not book. “Denials” are people who shop for a specific date or room type, but 

are denied due to a lack of availability. Take a sellout situation for example: your hotel 

hits capacity on two different Fridays in January. On one of those days, you denied a 

single additional customer. On the second day, you denied 1,000 additional customers. 

In the first situation, you have priced optimally. But in the latter situation, you’ve left 

money on the table because you could have commanded higher rates earlier on in the 

booking window (as the demand was much greater than expected). Without knowing 

how many potential customers are turned away, you simply don’t have enough 

information to make intelligent pricing decisions until it’s too late.

Observing this lost business is the best way to measure true unconstrained demand 

and price elasticity. By layering in web shopping data to your casino forecasts, you can 

see far further and more accurately into the future.

Lost business data can also provide key information on website conversion rate. 

Studying web regrets and denials can help you determine the reason a guest did 

not book—was it because of cost or was it the booking engine that forced them out, 

through a sellout, length-of-stay restriction or rate code error? It also allows you to see 
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a second layer of conversion data on marketing offers. For example, assume a casino 

sent 10,000 mailers. Not only could the casino could see how many people booked and 

how many people actually showed up, but a third layer of data would show how many 

people inquired about the offer, either looking on the website or calling to obtain their 

personalized rate. This gives the casino a better idea of the success of their marketing 

conversion rate and true price elasticity.

2. Segment further to offer the right rate  
to the right guest at the right time

Most casinos segment their gaming customers into the following buckets: Direct mail, 

non-incented and special events. These guests are then further broken down by their 

Average Daily Theoretic spend (ADT), or the average amount they spend gambling per 

day. Without technology, it’s difficult to segment your customers much further and 

limits the amount of different casino rates you can process.

With technology, however, casinos can add 5, 10 or 20 additional segments. Each of 

those segments can include additional rate codes, which all can be managed easily 

through one platform. Instead of one casino rate, marketers can implement various 

rate codes within that particular segment, and now can offer varying discounts to the 

wide spectrum of guests in that category based on ADT. The better the customer, the 

better offer you should provide them. 

To illustrate, look at how casino marketers have priced historically. Traditionally there 

have been three options: a comped room, a casino rate for guests who didn’t qualify for 

the full comp and a regular transient rate. 

A third layer of data 
shows how many 

people inquired about 
the offer, either looking 

on the website or 
calling to obtain their 

personalized rate.
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Now assume a casino is preparing for an upcoming holiday or slot tournament and 

expecting high demand. Undoubtedly there will be a massive middle segment that 

qualifies for some kind of discount but doesn’t qualify for the full comp. All of these 

guests may qualify for a static rate or simple percentage off. This leads to casino 

marketers either over-rewarding or under-rewarding guests.

A better strategy would be to divide that middle segment into several rate codes. 

Perhaps one customer gets an $18 rate offer while another gets a $40 offer.  With 

advanced systems today, you can get much more granular with your pricing, because 

offering a $100 customer the same rate as a $175 customer just doesn’t make sense.

Once casinos get to that level of operability, they can begin pushing their pricing 

strategy to the next level. Marketers can begin segmenting guests by more than just 

what they spend gambling and provide loyalty perks for customers who don’t gamble. 

A guest who may never step on the casino floor but spends $10,000 at the spa can be 

offered a free room and other perks.

3. Keep your most valuable rooms open  
to your most valued guests

The casino industry is unique in the fact that it courts its most valued customers, or 

the customers who gamble the most. Most problematic is that these customers usually 

book only a few days out. 

Getting a better glimpse of your cancellation and booking behaviors will shed more 

light on that high-value, last-minute guest. It will prevent you from giving away all your 

suites before that VIP guest shows up. If you fill up before that guest arrives and have 

to walk him or her across the street to a different property, not only will you lose out 

on the gambling revenue but you might lose that customer for good.
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More advanced data analysis could improve the way you allocate your rooms. 

Historically, casino resorts have created blocks of rooms and given them to the 

different departments to fill. The sales team might get 100 rooms to fill, the casino 

marketer might get 100 rooms and the remaining rooms will be left to transient guests. 

Each of those departments is tasked with making the most money off of those rooms.

But problems arise with this strategy because some guests are more valuable than 

others. There are more efficient ways to disperse rooms than pre-determined blocks. 

By analyzing past data and learning from your guests, you can know who are the 

highest-valued customers, when they book and how many of them will most  

likely cancel.

Casinos aren’t necessarily achieving the most profitable mix of business. Filling 25% 

of your rooms with casino customers might be optimal one day, but 15% or 35% might 

be the right decision on other days. The key is to allow inventory to ebb and flow freely 

between segments and never mandate capacity within any particular department or 

channel. In every situation, the most profitable customer should always get the room.

4. Implement overbooking strategies  
without fear of walking guests

Why would a casino overbook? Because often times casinos offer free rooms and 

since guests know they won’t be charged they don’t feel bad not canceling in advance. 

Therefore, casinos are left with a lot of no-call, no-show guests. 

And while hotels might get away for charging a guest who doesn’t show, casinos can’t 

risk losing customers. The only way to account for this is to overbook. 

With the ability to crunch large sets of historical data in real time, casino marketers 

can get a more accurate forecast of how many guests will either cancel or not show up. 

For example, assume a 400-room casino resort has 200 customers expected to arrive 

on a Friday. Data analysis might show that the casino typically gets a 5% no-show rate 

on Fridays, therefore the casino marketer can feel confident rebooking and reselling 

15 or so rooms.

There’s an art to implementing an effective overbooking strategy. With greater data 

analysis, marketers can be more confident—and profitable—by overbooking without 

the fear of walking guests.

There’s an art to 
implementing an effective 

overbooking strategy.
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5. Weather can have a critical effect on your business

Tracking weather is a simple way casinos can better predict upcoming demand 

changes. Monitoring local weather in feeder markets can provide additional insights 

into how many people may be visiting your property.

Consider the casino in Las Vegas, which relies heavily on drive-in visitation from 

California. If the weather predictions suggest it’s going to thunderstorm in L.A. this 

weekend, it could be assumed that more people will be leaving L.A. and headed to Las 

Vegas. Expect more demand. 

The flipside is that weather can negatively affect a destination. In Scottsdale, for 

instance, temperatures in mid-Summer can climb well above 100 degrees, which limits 

its desirability as a destination. Nearby, cooler climates might expect increases  

in demand. 

Technology can help aggregate and analyze weather data to help revenue managers 

make more informed overbooking decisions. By looking at the last time it snowed on 

a Friday, you can learn from the number of cancellations that occurred and be better 

prepared for similar situations in the future. During the next snowstorm, with quick 

and accurate analysis of weather data, perhaps you learn it is safe to overbook by 25%.

Weather data and its relevance on upcoming demand varies by property and location. 

For casino resorts in weather-driven markets, accurate five-day forecasts can mean 

the difference between profits and losses.
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Conclusion

Putting all this data together: Taken individually, some of these data sets may not be as 
meaningful as others to your forecast. But when they’re all included, the results are an 
extremely accurate gauge for optimal pricing.

Big Data is changing the game for casino marketers and will help you fill your casino 

with the most profitable guests. Using it to make pricing and comp decisions highlights 

the difference between setting blocks and truly forecasting. By using better data 

analysis and improving forecast accuracy, casinos can determine the best rates and 

offers to attract the most profitable guests. 

Casino marketing is no longer about getting players into a room. It’s now about getting 

them into the right room at the right price. With the right technology and an innovative 

forecasting and pricing strategy, casinos can take their profitability to new heights. 



About Duetto
With solutions that address the true challenge of today’s distribution 

landscape, Duetto provides unique and powerful revenue strategy tools to 

optimize profit and guest loyalty. Duetto delivers powerful insights on pricing 

and demand to hotels and casinos through a 100% cloud-based application.

Utilizing new consumer-centric data sets such as web shopping regrets and 

denials, social review, air traffic, weather and more, Duetto GameChanger 

transforms the way hotels and casinos price and sell rooms by providing better 

and more actionable information. Make informed distribution choices and 

independently yield all channels, dates and room types with open pricing to 

drive healthy revenue and optimize profitability.

Thanks to modern cloud architecture, new features and upgrades are delivered 

seamlessly with zero system downtime. This rapid innovation enables Duetto 

to provide an industry-leading user interface and experience that’s continually 

improving.

Working with and for the hospitality industry, 
Duetto is changing the game.


